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Global Jewish Forum on the road 

Did you find this Forum valuable?  Would you like your community or organization to go through a similar 

experience? Makōm is already busy touring a version of the first Global Jewish Forum (“Delegitimation”), 

and responding to many calls for a tour of our second and third Fora on Haredim in Israel and 

Liberalism/Zionism. This Forum is no different. 

 

If you would like us to run a similar program for you, please contact us directly on makom@jafi.org 

 

GJFI - Delegitimation 

 

The Big Blue Tent and Jewish Dissent 
 Can we create space for our disagreements about Israel while building a Jewish 

consensus on the basics? 
 Can we create an energetic, united response to Israel’s actual enemies? 

 
A short presentation and small group discussions lead into a unique performance of an 
interactive play written by Makōm’s Artist in Residence. 
 

GJFII - Haredim and the Jewish Collective 

 

 Fact: the Haredi population in Israel is doubling every decade. 
 Fact: Over 20% of school children in Israel are at Haredi institutions, which teach 

neither English nor Math, let alone Citizenship. 
 Fact: Over 90 “Mehadrin” bus lines throughout the country require women to sit 

at the back of the bus. 
 
How can you find the deep conversation when there are so many burning facts flying around?  
This forum brings participants into a deeper more honest and informed understanding of the situation, 
helping everyone reach “a higher level of confusion” through group discussion. unique video footage, and 
interactive presentations. 
 

GJFIII – Liberalism and Zionism 
 

 For many Jews around the world Liberalism and Zionism are no longer automatically 
assumed to be compatible. 

 Zionism is now judged and defined by Israel’s actions, not only by Zionist theory. 
 The most painful conflicts in the Jewish world arise when Liberalism and Zionism seem to be 

at odds. 
 
Through fascinating speakers, interactive presentations, and round-table discussions we explore ways in 
which reasonable discourse can replace painful conflict. 
 

For more details about these seminars and many others please contact us on 

makom@jafi.org and visit http://makomisrael.org/makom-services/workshops/ 

mailto:makom@jafi.org
mailto:makom@jafi.org
http://makomisrael.org/makom-services/workshops/
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Introduction 

 
The phenomenon of Israelis living outside Israel has been a loaded one throughout Zionist history. 

In the days when the Zionist enterprise was built upon a deep and heartfelt rejection of the 

Diaspora, the idea of a "sabra" choosing to live permanently in this "exile" was seen as the ultimate 

betrayal.  

 

As understandings of Jewish Peoplehood have developed, as key strands of Zionism have evolved 

beyond the negation of the Diaspora, and as the world has become more fluid and interconnected, 

attitudes towards Israelis leaving Israel have likewise shifted.  

 

The Jewish Agency, together with other national, international, and local bodies, has chosen to act 

according to its mission of connecting Jews throughout the world to their heritage, their People, 

and to Israel. It would seem that Israeli Jews living outside of Israel are also Jews(!) And as Jews, 

this particular population can also benefit from support in maintaining the Jewish identity of their 

children, and their connection to Israel, just as the Jewish People and Israel can benefit from these 

Israelis' on-going contribution to Israel and the Jewish world.  

 

With this in mind the fourth Global Jewish Forum has chosen to address the identity issues that 

Israeli Jews engage with when bringing up their children outside of Israel.  

 

While most Israeli emigrants show high indicators of Jewish engagement - often higher than locals-  

research shows that their children tend to distance themselves from Jewish life at a dizzying rate.  

What might explain this phenomenon? Is it avoidable? Does "Israeliness" lead to a distancing from 

Jewish life  in the Diaspora? Or can it offer new opportunities for connection? Did Israeli secular 

culture evolve into a new Jewish "denomination" with little in common with other denominations? 

Or does the newly evolving Jewish-Israeli arts scene provide all Jews outside Israel with a refreshing 

new perspective on their identity? 

 

We hope to address these questions, and to allow us all the opportunity to learn from each other – 

Israeli and non-Israeli together! 
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The million missing Israelis 
Posted By Joseph Chamie, Barry Mirkin  | Tuesday, July 5, 2011  

 
…Government estimates of the numbers of Israelis residing abroad vary greatly 

due mainly to the lack of an adequate recording system. Consequently, scholars 

and others have questioned the accuracy of government figures. Besides the 

statistical and methodological shortcomings, the number of Israeli expatriates is open to considerable 

debate and controversy because of its enormous demographic, social, and political significance both within 

and outside Israel. 

 

At the lower end is the official estimate of 750,000 Israeli emigrants -- 10 percent of the population -- issued 

by the Israeli Ministry of Immigrant Absorption, which is about the same as that for Mexico, Morocco, and 

Sri Lanka. Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's government places the current number of Israeli citizens 

living abroad in the range of 800,000 to 1 million, representing up to 13 percent of the population, which is 

relatively high among OECD countries. Consistent with this latter figure is the estimated 1 million Israelis in 

the Diaspora reported at the first-ever global conference of Israelis living abroad, held in this January. 

 

…Of the Israelis currently residing abroad, roughly 60 percent are believed to have settled in North America, 

a quarter in Europe, and 15 percent distributed across the rest of the world. It is estimated that about 45 

percent of the adult Israeli expatriates have completed at least a university degree, in contrast to 22 

percent of the Israeli population. The Israeli emigrants are deemed to be disproportionately secular, liberal, 

and cosmopolitan. Furthermore, the emigrants are generally younger than the immigrants to Israel, 

especially those from the former Soviet Union, hastening the aging of Israel's population. 

 

…Population projections show that Jewish Israelis will remain the large majority in Israel for the foreseeable 

future. However, it will be a challenge for Jewish Israelis to maintain their current dominant majority of 

approximately 75 percent, primarily due to higher fertility among non-Jewish Israelis -- nearly one child per 

woman greater -- the depletion of the large pool of likely potential Jewish immigrants, and large-scale Jewish 

Israeli emigration. Consequently, demographic projections expect the Jewish proportion of the country -- 

which peaked at 89 percent in 1957 -- to continue declining over the coming decades, approaching a figure 

closer to two-thirds of the population by mid-century. 

 

The emigration of a large proportion of a country's population, especially the well-educated and highly 

skilled, poses serious challenges for any nation. However, large-scale emigration is particularly problematic 

for Israel given its relatively small population, unique ethnic composition, and regional political context. 

 

…it is doubtful based on past and current trends that these various incentives and appeals will be sufficient 

to entice the return of the million missing Israelis. Large-scale emigration has not only resulted in critical 

demographic and socioeconomic imbalances in the country, but more importantly poses grave political 

challenges and jeopardizes the basic Jewish character and integrity of Israel. 
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What Million Missing Israelis? 
Posted By Yogev  Karasenty and Shmuel  Rosner | Thursday, July 28, 2011  

 
Demography is like magic. Put the right numbers in the wrong hands, and you 
get manipulation. Put the wrong numbers in the right hands, and you get 
miscalculation. But the case of "The Million Missing Israelis" -- an article 

published in on ForeignPolicy.com at the beginning of July by Joseph Chamie and Barry Mirkin -- is a hard 
one to categorize. Indeed, the two writers have the wrong numbers. They also make some statements that 
might raise suspicions related to motivations -- namely, that their demography is driven by a political agenda 
rather than science. 
 
Chamie and Mirkin argue that the unpublicized story of emigration from Israel is no less significant than the 
story of Jewish immigration back to the homeland, and that it has reached a point at which it should be 
considered a threat to Israel's future as a Jewish state -- both demographically but no less important 
ideologically. "The departure of Jewish Israelis also contributes to the undermining of the Zionist ideology," 
the authors write, based on the assumption that a million Israelis have chosen to leave the country since its 
1948 birth. Magnanimously, they take the trouble to also include lower estimations of departing Israelis --
"the official estimate of 750,000 Israeli emigrants -- 10 percent of the population" -- but even so, that 
doesn't change the perception that Israel is just like "Mexico, Morocco, and Sri Lanka." Not the most 
exemplary models of prosperity and success. 
… 
 
We should start with this simple statement: There are not a "million missing Israelis." A study conducted 
under the auspices of our think tank, the Jewish People Policy Institute -- one that has not yet been released 
but will be published in a couple of weeks -- will put the real number of "missing" Israelis at a much lower 
number. According to Israel's Bureau of Statistics, since the establishment of the state up until the end of 
2008, 674,000 Israelis left the country and did not return after more than a year abroad. An unknown 
number, estimated to be between 102,000 and 131,000, have died since, putting the number of living 
Israelis abroad at the end of 2008 at 543,000 to 572,000 (if one counts the dead abroad, one should also 
count the dead in Israel -- this will not change the number of leaving Israelis but will definitely change the 
percentage of them). 
 
An updated model developed by the Bureau of Statistics at the end of 2008 put the number of not-returning 
Israelis abroad at 518,000, but added to it a category of 290,000 "non-resident" Israelis. This last number is a 
tricky one, as it includes the children of Israelis born abroad if they were registered with the Israeli 
authorities. Such children have never lived in Israel and can hardly be considered "missing," but if one adds 
them to the mix one gets to 808,000 Israelis, of which more than 100,000 have already died. Bottom line: 
Some 670,000 to 700,000 official "Israelis" (including children) live outside Israel today. 
 
But here's where the narrative gets more complicated. Much more complicated -- and fascinating -- if one 
cares to understand the real story of missing Israelis. Israel is a country of many immigrants, as Chamie and 
Mirkin did bother to note when they wrote about "another important factor contributing to the outflow of 
Jewish Israelis," that is, "previous emigration experience." But they didn't quite explain the meaning of what 
they'd written: Israel is a melting pot for some -- not unlike the United States -- but also a stop-on-the-way-
to-someplace-else for others. In many cases, it is a gateway for people escaping repressive regimes or 
poverty. 
 
Take, for example, the huge wave of immigrants who flew in droves to Israel after the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. According to Israeli Interior Ministry records, 1.1 million immigrants from the former Soviet Union 
entered Israel between January 1989 and December 2002. However, 8.8 percent of those newcomers -- 
some 100,000 olim (the Hebrew term used to describe those choosing to "climb up" to Israel) -- had decided 

http://mideast.foreignpolicy.com/posts/2011/07/28/what_million_missing_israelis
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not to remain in Israel and quite quickly moved on to their countries of choice. Should such newcomers be 
counted as "leaving Israelis"? Should their departure be considered a blow to Zionist dreams? Or maybe 
these immigrants were merely people leaving the Soviet Union, making the first available escape, without 
ever seriously considering Israel as their long-term place of residence? 
 
The answer of course is that some were and some weren't. Some wanted to live in Israel but then regretted 
it; some were headed for America and would only pass through Israel, as it was an accessible route. Hebrew 
University professor Sergio DellaPergola argues that Israel's ability to retain more than 90 percent of Soviet 
immigrants is in fact quite impressive, when one compares it, for example, with foreign-born "ethnic" 
Germans immigrating to the mother country between 1954 and 1999 but leaving it at a staggering 60 
percent rate. 
 
Want some more complications? The threat of "leaving Israelis" that are presumably jeopardizing "the basic 
Jewish character and integrity of Israel" -- as Chamie and Mirkin suggested -- can only possibly refer to 
leaving Jewish Israelis. When Israeli Arabs leave the country, they don't undermine the Zionist dream and in 
fact contribute some to the preserving of Israel's "Jewish character." That is quite obvious, isn't it? But 
Chamie and Mirkin include the leaving Arab Israelis in all of their calculations (DellaPergola's estimate 
of 850,000 emigrants also includes Arab Israelis, children and the dead), leading their readers to assume that 
all those leaving are in fact Jewish. But according to Israel's Bureau of Statistics, some 100,000 leaving 
Israelis were Arab Israelis. 
 
All told, of the 674,000 Israeli emigrants from 1948 to 2008 (children born abroad not included), about 
100,000 were Arabs and about 300,000 were not born in Israel. That's important, because all serious 
measures of emigration must (and do) take into account whether one is native-born or foreign-born, as 
foreign-born tend to leave more easily and are less attached to the country in which they reside. It turns out 
that the number of native-born Jewish Israelis leaving is pretty low -- less than 300,000. This is not analogous 
to the numbers from "Mexico, Morocco, and Sri Lanka," but it is rather similar to those of Australia, Canada, 
Finland, or Germany. Native-born Greeks, Irish, Swiss, and New Zealanders all leave their respective 
countries in higher percentages than do Israeli-born Israelis. 
 
Israel does suffer from brain-drain patterns similar to those felt in most countries, and the percentage of 
Israeli academics working abroad is among the highest in the world. That's partially because of economic 
conditions in Israel's colleges and universities and partially because Israeli academics are actually 
encouraged and expected to study abroad. But Israel has also evinced a remarkable ability to draw back 
young and bright Israeli scholars when it puts its mind to it. One study has shown that returning Israelis 
aren't just better educated than average Israelis, but are also better educated than those choosing to stay in 
their new countries of choice. In many cases, the best and the brightest are those coming back. 
 
We don't deny that Israel has problems. Keeping Israelis in Israel and bringing back Israelis who live abroad 
has always been a concern for the Israeli government, and is still very much on the minds of policymakers. 
But that is not because Israel suffers from emigration notably more than other countries. Israelis worry so 
much about their emigrants because of the high value they put on every fellow citizen, because of the close-
knit (and at times suffocating) nature of Israeli society. Yes, it's also because they see every person's escape 
as a blow to Zionism. But the fact of the matter is this: The overall percentage of leaving native-born Israelis 
is comparable to that of many other OECD countries. And that is no small achievement for a country living 
under constant security threat and having to survive in a hostile and volatile neighborhood.  
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Israeli expats returning home in record numbers 
By DANIELLE ZIRI |10/15/2012 

 

Ministry of Immigrant Absorption brings back 22,470 Israelis living abroad in 2.5 years; most from US, 
Canada. A record number of 22,470 Israelis who were living abroad returned to Israel in the past two-and-a-
half years, according to a report by the Immigrant Absorption Ministry released on Monday. The ministry 
initiated a campaign to bring back Israeli citizens living abroad in May 2010. Until then, a smaller number of 
Israelis returned each year; in the early 2000s, about 4,000 came back every year. The amount started 
growing since 2008 and reached a peak in 2010 when about 11,000 citizens returned. “These citizens are 
very important for the State of Israel,” explained Elad Sivan, Immigrant Absorption Ministry spokesman. “For 
every shekel we invest in a returning immigrant, we get about NIS 52 back. Basically, no matter how much 
we invest in bringing them back, we only benefit from what they bring to the country with their professions 
for example. “Especially in the present economic situation, every person returning, every scientist returning, 
every academic returning, every doctor, engineer or teacher is contributing to the economy of the country,” 
Sivan said. 
 
According to the report, the vast majority of returnees are between the ages of 31 and 39, and include about 
4,837 academics and researchers as well as 2,720 technical professionals such as engineers, programmers 
and hi-tech workers and also 681 business managers. Most of the returnees came from the United States 
followed by Canada, the UK and France. An increasing number of people have moved back from Australia, 
Romania and Hungary as well. 
 
The ministry’s 2010- 2012 campaign to encourage Israelis to return included a package of economic benefits, 
including tax concessions, incentives for starting new businesses, employment counseling, health insurance 
aid and student benefits. Citizens who lived abroad for more than five years received all of the benefits while 
those who were away less received part of them. 
 
Isabel Efroni and her family returned to Israel in 2008 after eight years in California. “We came back because 
we missed the family and the country itself. The decision was based on pure Zionism and on trying to keep 
the Jewish identity, not on economical factors at all,” she said. “We were offered the benefits the state was 
giving to returning residents but chose not to take advantage of them because we came back out of Zionism, 
nothing else. We did get assistance and explanation as to what steps to take and how to make the move, but 
that was it. Efroni thinks the financial incentives are a less than ideal way to encourage returning. “Using 
these financial benefits as a trigger to bring Israelis home is not a healthy trigger,” she said. “Because at the 
end of the day, whoever feels good in another country will stay there. This trigger is in fact meant for a 
community that is having financial difficulties in a foreign country and the ministry is using that to bring 
them back for socioeconomic reasons. “People who are doing fine abroad and still decided to move back do 
so out of ideology and not because of the benefits it gives them.” 
 
Last year, the ministry ignited controversy when it released a series of television ads targeting Israelis living 
in the US. One of the clips featured a young Israeli woman trying to commemorate Remembrance Day but 
failing to adequately explain its significance to her partner, who many critics assumed to be an American 
Jew. The ad’s tagline read: “They will always remember Israel, but their partners might not always 
understand. Help them to come back.” 
 
After the television commercials were criticized by the American Jewish community, Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu decided to pull them off the air. “The ads did the job,” Sivan said. “They created the 
buzz around the subject and brought a lot of international attention to the issue of Israelis abroad and a 
country asking to bring them back.” The ministry spokesman added that the numbers released on Monday 
do not include those who have started registration for moving back to Israel but have not yet returned. 

 

http://www.jpost.com/Authors/AuthorPage.aspx?id=175
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Working estimate of numbers: 

 

 
 

 
Compiled by Yogev Karasenty drawing on Israel's Central Bureau of Statistics 

 
  

Rough estimate as of 2010:  

580,000 Israelis abroad  

(280,000 born in Israel, 300,000 not born in Israel) 

Of them, the number of Jews: 

470-480,000 

About 100,000 

Additional children and partners 
(Jews and non-Jews) 

Total about 600,000 people with an 
affinity to Israel (direct/indirect), of them 

66% in North America  

85% in Anglo-Saxon countries 

Of them, the number of 
Arabs: 

100-120,000 
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Extracted from Policy Recommendations for  

Strengthening Jewish-Israeli Identity among Children of Israelis  

and their Attachment to the State of Israel and the Jewish Community 

by The Jewish People Policy Institute 
 

Recommendations to the Government of Israel: 
 

General:  
The children of Israeli emigrants (the second generation) abroad, thanks to their trans-national 
characteristics (Hebrew speakers with families in Israel and the Diaspora), could constitute a significant 
bridgehead and a strong link between the Jewish communities abroad and the state of Israel given the right 
incentives for deepening their Israeli identification and their attachment and incorporation into Jewish 
communities abroad.  
 
The actions of the Government of Israel (GOI) and its officials vis-à-vis Israelis and their children abroad must 
be carried out with awareness of the potential ideological implications for the Zionist idea and the 
interpretations that might be given to the recognition of and investment in the Diaspora. The government 
should continue to highlight life in Israel as the most appropriate moral and Zionist choice for Israelis. 
However, acknowledging the current situation and with the rationale above in mind, the government should 
act to preserve the connection with Israeli communities abroad, with emphasis on the second generation, 
and to strengthen their Israeli-Jewish identity, including their affiliation with Jewish communities abroad.  
 
In addition, policy makers in Israel should be aware that involvement of Israeli and Jewish communities 
abroad with Israel and Israel-related issues is not just the result of the influence Israel’s policies have on 
these communities, this involvement also serves as an identity framework, a vehicle for building and 
preserving communal identity, and for motivating community members toward collective action.  
 
Any policy must take into account the varying characteristics of Israeli communities in their host countries 
and absorbing societies. The challenges and opportunities with respect to children of Israelis in North 
America are different from those in Europe, Australia or South America.  
 
In addition, as a basis for any future policy formulation, the knowledge gaps in current research regarding 
the characteristics of generation-and-a-half and second generation Israelis abroad, including their numbers 
and the trends of identification emerging among them, must be filled.  
 
Recommendations:  
a) GOI must act to expand the opportunities and possibilities for expressing ethnic Israeli identity among 
second-generation emigrants abroad. Research indicates that the integration of second-generation 
emigrants from Israel in their absorbing societies (especially in the United States) is rapid and successful. 
Economic integration processes that have taken other groups several generations to attain have taken less 
than one generation for Israeli emigrants. One result of this rapid integration, combined with the unique 
characteristics of Israeli identity and of Israeli emigrants, has been the creation of a ‘lean’ and subjective 
ethnic Israeli identity that occupies only a marginal place in the lives of individuals.  
 
This trend has been enhanced by a public and institutional renunciation of the phenomenon of emigration 
(Yerida) in Israel, and the scarcity of opportunities for expressing ethnic Israeli identity in the daily life of 
second-generation emigrants beyond the individual scope due in part to intrinsically place-dependent nature 
of Israeli national identity. In order to mitigate and reverse this trend, actions should be taken for a 
structural expansion of the opportunities available to individuals and communities for expressing their 
affiliation and identification with Israel.  
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Examples for expanding these opportunities include:  
 Diversification and strengthening of Israeli youth movements operating abroad (the current range of 

activity is significantly less than required). A significant part of the process of identity shaping and 
consolidation takes place during adolescence. Identity-forming experiences within the framework of 
Israeli youth movements have great potential for shaping the future identities of Israeli youth 
abroad.  
 

 Establish Israeli Houses of Culture1 that would work to strengthen Israeli identity, sense of national 
belonging and Israel attachment by disseminating knowledge about Israel and Israeli culture, and 
teaching the Hebrew language. Models for this exist in other Western countries that foster ties with 
their diasporas, such as Alliance Française, Goethe Institute and the British Council. The Hebrew 
language is critically important in the cultivation and preservation of ethnic identity, Israel 
attachment, and understanding the reality of life in Israel.  
 

 Establish Israeli schools and kindergartens abroad. Successful and profitable models of Israeli 
educational institutions overseas, especially for young children (such as the JCC in Moscow) already 
exist. These institutions meet the need of many Israelis for a Jewish-national (as opposed to 
religious) educational system, and their establishment should be encouraged. Several countries, 
such as the US and France, operate an educational system overseas by sponsoring the operation of 
private schools to disseminate their values and educate according to them. The schools should 
combine a local curriculum with a Hebrew-language program that would be recognized by Israel’s 
educational institutions for higher education credits or future employment, in order to encourage 
future connections with Israel and help students who wish to make Aliyah.  
 

 Complementing the above recommendation, in locations where there is no organized Israeli 
community, the Government of Israel should work together with local Jewish communities to 
accommodate children of Israelis within their educational frameworks and communal institutions. 
The Jewish educational system appears to be the primary locus of first encounters between Israelis 
and Jewish communities abroad. It is recommended that the Government of Israel act to incentivize 
such encounters through dedicated budgets, supplying educational content, providing training for 
teaching staffs and more. An innovative approach in this regard would include GOI’s encouragement 
of Jewish school principals to absorb children of Israeli descent by offering scholarships to every 
Israeli child attending the school, accompanied by a PR and marketing campaign to explain the 
initiative’s importance.  
 

 Granting the right of absentee voting in Knesset elections to Israelis abroad for the first four years 
after leaving Israel, provided that voters register at an Israeli Consulate abroad or other authorized 
institution. This recommendation is expected to mostly affect first generation emigrants, but since 
they are their children’s primary agents of socialization, strengthening and preserving their 
attachment to Israel is expected to also affect their children. Involvement with Israel affairs is a 
vehicle for association and motivation for Israelis abroad. In addition, for many, mostly secular 
Israelis, a political Israeli identity constitutes a means for expressing their ethnic identity. Preserving 
their involvement in the Israeli political system, whether by granting voting rights2 or some manner 
of representation in a pan-Jewish body3 that could influence Israeli reality, would likely have a 
positive impact on the nature and intensity of their attachment to Israel.  
 

  

                                                           
1 For a further discussion of this issue, see Maimon, D., Mirsky, Y., Kraus, M., and Karasenty, Y. (2009). Responsibility, Mutual Assurance and 

Partnership: Policy Proposal Submitted to the Government of Israel Regarding the Strengthening of Jewish Identity and Israel Attachment among 
Jewish Youth around the World. JPPPI: Jerusalem [in Hebrew]. 

2 Karasenty, Y., and Hakman, I. (2011). Israelis absentee voting. JPPI: Jerusalem [in Hebrew]. 
3 For proposals on this subject, see World Forum for the Jewish People. JPPPI: Jerusalem, 2005 [in Hebrew]. 
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 The phenomenon of dividing time between Israel and a second country of residence among 
emigrants (instances of multi-localism) should be encouraged, along with removing bureaucratic 
barriers to trans-nationality and promoting ongoing ties between emigrants and the State of Israel. 
This could take the form of exemptions and adjustments in matters of taxation, capital investment in 
Israel, removing barriers for living and studying in Israel for children of Israelis, especially through 
recognition of SAT scores, degrees and professional diplomas attained abroad, which would help 
children of Israelis to integrate into Israeli society.  
 

 Israel attachment and exposure have a significant impact on Israeli identity. Actions such as 
promoting visits to Israel, favoring children of Israelis in high school programs and Birthright trips 
together with Jewish community members, seasonal airfare discounts for children of Israelis to 
encourage families to spend their vacations in Israel, or granting a free first semester in Israeli 
universities to children of Israelis, are some possibilities.  

 
 
Research shows that parents have a major role in creating and cultivating an ethnic Israeli identity. It is 
therefore recommended that any new policy vis-à-vis second-generation emigrants should also apply to 
parents, including:  

a) Creating unique cyberspace-based study materials to aid parents and teachers, including virtual 
learning opportunities, uploaded textbooks, children’s literature and plays.  
 

b) Raising awareness of Israeli parents to the need to develop their children’s Israeli identity and to the 
sociological processes shaping the community of Israeli emigrants.  

 
c) Improving Israel’s image. Children of the generation-and-a-half and second-generation emigrants are 

likely to choose to emphasize aspects of ethnic identity perceived as positive in their surroundings; 
conversely, they will likely hide those aspects perceived as negative. Actions should therefore be 
taken to reduce the 'price' of identification with Israel and to increase the incentives for such 
identification, emphasizing areas in which Israel has relative advantage.  

 
 
Recommendations for Communities:  
The relationship between the Jewish establishment (mainly in the USA, the main destination of emigrants) 
and Israeli emigrants has in the past been characterized by a mutual alienation fueled by two main sources: 
Zionist ideology and religious affiliation. Israelis have often regarded themselves as the representatives of a 
different and unique worldview and lifestyle (despite the fact that they elected to leave Israel). The 
communities, for their part, adopted the "Zionist view", regarding emigrants from Israel. This was 
manifested, among other ways, in the American Jewish establishment’s treatment of Russian Jews as 
compared to Israeli emigrants in the US. In religious terms, even secular Israelis saw themselves as part of 
the Orthodox framework, and perceived the Jewish American experience as alien and often threatening. 
Such notions and sentiments still exist today, but their intensity has decreased. The second generation of 
Israelis, who grew up abroad and adopted local languages and customs, provides an opportunity for re-
shaping the relationship between the two communities, so that they are based on deepening ties, 
partnership and reciprocity. Given this reality, both parties must realize that the integration of Israelis and 
especially their children in the Jewish communities abroad could be a driver for demographic and 
identificational regeneration and thriving, which are vital to both sides, as well as for strengthening ties 
between Jewish communities abroad and the State of Israel. 
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Executive summary of  

The Israeli Diaspora as a Catalyst for Jewish Peoplehood 

Reut Institute March 2012 

 

The changing paradigm in Israel and Jewish world relations 

 
1. This report offers a conceptual framework for understanding the place and potential role of the 

Israeli Diaspora within the changing paradigm between Israel and the Jewish world.  
 

2. While the 'old relationship' between Israel and world Jewry was based upon an unwritten covenant 
grounded in classical Zionism, the emerging paradigm is shaped by partnership and mutuality, with 
the notion of Jewish Peoplehood taking center stage. This changing dynamic presents an opportunity 
for the Jewish people.  

 

The changing nature of the Israeli Diaspora 

 
3. The Israeli Diaspora as a distinct entity with its own unique added value to the Jewish people has 

yet to realize its potential within the 'new paradigm'.  
 

4. Classical Zionism was based on the negation of the Diaspora and a strong moral and ideological call 
for the imperative of aliyah. Hence, within this framework, the traditional view of the Israeli 
Diaspora was characterized by the following working assumptions and patterns of behavior:  

 Local Jewish community viewed Israeli immigrants as 'outsiders' – A lack of clear policy 
together with ideological and cultural factors resulted in an inability and unwillingness to 
engage Israelis in organized Jewish life;  

 Israeli immigrants generally felt alienated from local Jewish communal life – Many new 
Israeli immigrants and even 'veteran' Israeli families see themselves as culturally different 
from local Jewish families, and find little or no areas of overlap;  

 Israelis tend to be a collection of individuals with little communal DNA - Israeli immigrants 
tend to spend time in their informal social circles, and generally do not see value in investing 
in or establishing formal communal institutions;  

 There is little sense of 'culture of involvement' among Israelis – Israelis tend to be 
accustomed to a weak Israeli philanthropic culture as well as a self-perception as aid 
recipients rather than providers;  

 Israelis have little or no connection to Jewish life – A distinction between Jewish and Israelis 
identities makes it difficult for Israelis in North America to relate to an organized and active 
Jewish life;  

 First generation Israelis view Hebrew as the most important component of childhood 
education – The ability to communicate, read, and write in Hebrew is seen as a guarantee 
that their children's 'Israeliness' will be preserved;  

 Those who left Israel were viewed as a liability to aliyah.  
 

5. This mindset is beginning to erode in light of a series of recent trends. Our research identified the 
following emerging trends both within and outside of the Israeli community itself:  

 From aliyah/yerida to ‘life of fluid movement' - The dichotomous relationship between 
aliyah and yerida is changing: an increasing number of Israelis are choosing to build a life in 
more than one Jewish community;  
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 Local Jewish communities are beginning to engage Israelis - In recent years, Jewish 
institutions such as Federations, Jewish day schools and Jewish Community Centers (JCCs) 
have begun to invest resources in reaching out to the Israelis within their community;  

 Israelis are increasingly seeking to be part of the community - Recent years have seen a 
surge in the involvement of Israelis in organized Jewish life including in synagogues, Jewish 
day schools and even membership on the board of local JCCs;  

 Israelis are beginning to self-organize as a community - Local Israeli community 
organizations have begun to blossom in recent years, showing a thirst for a vibrant Israeli 
life;  

 Israelis are beginning to develop a culture of giving - More Israeli immigrants are beginning 
to see value and assume responsibility towards their community, as expressed in investment 
of both time and resources;  

 Israelis are realizing that 'Israeliness' is not enough - In the absence of a strong form of 
connection to Jewish culture and heritage, many Israelis are beginning to realize that the 
Israeli national ‘container’ may not be enough to ensure a resilient Jewish-Israeli identity;  

 Jewish education is offering one possible answer to receding Israeli identity - Many first 
generation Israeli parents are beginning to understand that Hebrew-language instruction is 
only one component of maintaining a Jewish-Israeli identity;  

 From an aliyah liability to an asset for the state of Israel - While in the past, Israeli 
immigrants were perceived as a liability to aliyah, today we are seeing signs of interest that 
go beyond attempts to bring them back to Israel.  

 
These nascent trends are at varied stages of their emergence, and naturally their manifestation differs from 
community to community.  

 

The Israeli Diaspora as a catalyst for Jewish Peoplehood  
 

6. The major conceptual shift is that the Israeli Diaspora has ceased to function as a source of shame to 
the Zionist project, and is now beginning to be courted as a political, economic, social and cultural 
asset to the State of Israel.  

 
7. However, within this mindset shift lays an even greater opportunity that may far exceed the borders 

of the State of Israel, and can in fact serve the Jewish people on a global scale.  
 

8. This opportunity lies in the emergence of a newly formed identity constellation – the North 
American Jewish Sabra – that includes a combination of North American, Jewish and Israeli 
components.  

 
9. The ‘N.A. Jewish Sabra’ includes any Israeli who identifies (whether consciously or subconsciously) as 

an Israeli-North American Jew.  
 

10. There is no formal definition of the nascent ‘N.A. Jewish Sabra,’ however, this individual tends to 
possess the following characteristics:  

 Spent at least a decade in North America;  
 No longer 'living from their suitcases';  
 Willingness to invest resources into the community;  
 Represents a new wave of Israeli immigration;  
 Self-identifies as Israeli-American-Jewish.  

 
11. By virtue of this tri-dentity, the 'N.A. Jewish Sabra' is able to leverage the unique added value of each 

of the three identities, as well as play a role in bringing all corners of the Israeli Diaspora into 
conversation with one another, thus serving as a catalyst toward Jewish Peoplehood.  
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Building and supporting thriving Israeli Diaspora communities  

 
12. Recent trends together with the emergence of the N.A. Jewish Sabra provide fertile soil for 

building thriving Israeli Diaspora communities.  
 

13. The importance of a thriving Israeli Diaspora community lies in its ability to understand and 
respond to the needs and challenges of its members. This requires a significant effort on the part 
of three key players - the Government of Israel, the local Jewish communities and the N.A. Jewish 
Sabra.  

 
 

The role of the Government of Israel  
 

14. In an effort to build thriving Israeli communities, the Government of Israel, should undertake to 
engage Israelis living abroad as a viable Diaspora rather than a moral liability.  

 
15. This effort to engage Israelis living abroad requires cohesive government policy. Currently, there 

are a number of government departments that serve Israelis living abroad, each working according 
to its own internal organizing logic. A coordinated approach involving the relevant government 
bodies will ensure maximum effectiveness and is important in avoiding mixed-messages.  

 
16. A thorough evaluation of policies that pose hurdles to a strong and empowered relationship 

between Israel and Israelis living abroad is required. These policies include (among others):  
 'Brain drain' to 'brain circulation' –The government can begin to engage the Israeli 

Diaspora as an opportunity for 'brain circulation,' rather than treat them as examples of 
a 'brain drain' threat;  

 Israeli Diaspora rights and responsibilities – An assessment of the rights and 
responsibilities of Israelis living abroad can include an evaluation of a wide range of 
policies, including Israeli Diaspora voting rights and army conscription laws;  

 Bayit HaIsraeli (Israeli House) as an Israeli Goethe-Institut - The Goethe-Institut model 
could serve as an Israeli cultural institution for fostering knowledge and providing 
information on Israel's language, culture, society and politics, hence serving to re-
enforce the cultural ties between Israel and the Israeli Diaspora.  

 

 

The Role of the Local Jewish Community  
 

17. At the same time, the local Jewish community has a role to play in engaging Israelis with 
organized Jewish life. This involves recognizing and facilitating the needs of the local Israeli 
community. This role can be guided by two key principles:  

 Engaging Israelis on their own terms – This may include investing resources into 
understanding and engaging the local Israeli community and assuming a coordinated 
approach to integrating Israelis into their leadership structures;  

 Shifting from service provider to service enabler - This may include calling on Jewish 
institutions to begin directing funds and other forms of support for programs that 
are initiated by Israelis themselves.  
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The role of the N.A. Jewish Sabra  
 

18. In the effort to cultivate a thriving Israeli Diaspora, the N.A. Jewish Sabra is tasked with first 
building and then connecting Israeli communities.  

 
19. In order to build the community the N.A. Jewish Sabra needs to provide infrastructure, 

programming and services in the following five domains:  
 Jewish education and Hebrew – Formal and informal educational structures and 

content that enrich Jewish and Israeli identity, as well as Hebrew-language fluency;  
 Community services - Initiatives or support that aim to meet the basic needs of 

community members;  
 Integration into the local Jewish community - Involves integration into leadership 

structures, membership and general participation;  
 Communal and cultural programming - Includes programming targeted specifically to 

members of the Israeli community, such as shira betzibur;  
 Connection to Israel - Harnessing the Israeli community toward strengthening and 

advancing Israel as well as facilitating a sustained personal connection.  
 

20. The success of an organized and prosperous Israeli Diaspora rests on the degree to which Israeli 
communities are connected with one another as well as with the local Jewish community and with 
Israel. Two examples of potential initiatives aimed at connecting communities can include:  

 An Israeli-North American leadership forum - Increased communication among the 
leadership of the various Israeli communities is central to connecting these communities 
into an organized network;  

 A mass technological platform for community-to-community connection - A 
technological platform geared toward increasing communication between communities 
will strengthen relationships between individuals and communities on a grassroots level.  

 

 

Conclusion  

 
21. The leadership potential of the Israeli Diaspora presents Jewish leadership, throughout the 

world, with an important opportunity that should not be missed. The Reut Institute is 
dedicated to working with Jewish leaders and organizations to seize these opportunities.  
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From "Israeli Jews in New York"  

UJA-Federation of New York Report 
By Professor Steven M. Cohen and Dr. Judith Veinstein. March 2009 

 

Summary and Conclusions 
 

About 30,000 Israeli adults live in the New York area, and their households are home to about 112,000 

individuals. Greater New York is home to about 28 percent of the Israeli Jews in the United States. This is a 

relatively youthful population with high rates of marriage, low rates of divorce, and somewhat larger families 

than their non-Israeli counterparts, both in New York and throughout the country. Relative to other New 

York–area Jews, the Israeli population is somewhat less educated and less affluent. Vast majorities speak 

Hebrew and a noticeable segment speaks Yiddish, indicative of a presence of Haredi Jews among the New 

York–area population. 

 

In Jewish terms, this is a highly engaged population. A plurality is Orthodox. Compared to non-Israeli Jews, 

the Israelis in New York are more embedded in Jewish social networks, more communally engaged (except 

for giving to UJA-Federation), more ritually observant, more tied to Israel, and, in their expressed attitudes, 

more committed to Jewish life and continuity. Moreover, these gaps for the most part hold up when we 

compare non-Orthodox Israelis with their non-Orthodox “American” counterparts. Orthodoxy alone does 

not account for the Israeli lead in nearly every aspect of Jewish identity and community. 

 

Heretofore, the basic policy assumptions about Israelis in New York are that they consist of hundreds of 

thousands of souls that are relatively distant from Jewish life. Advocates and leaders assumed, in short, that 

this was a large Jewish population at risk of severing its connection with Jewish life — if not in this 

generation then in the next.  

These assumptions need to be rethought. The basis for policies to engage Israelis need to be brought into 

alignment with the reality they present. Although not as large as many have argued, Israelis do represent a 

considerable fraction of New York–area Jewry. 

 

Moreover, ongoing migration from Israel figures to bring about 2,000 new Israelis to the New York area 

annually — a continual source of replenishment of this culturally distinctive and socially pivotal population in 

New York Jewry. As strong as their connections to one other and to being Jewish may be, over the years and 

the generations to come, Israelis are likely to evolve culturally and religiously, perhaps even more so than 

native-born New York Jews. Immigrants and their children change their ways far more rapidly and 

thoroughly than those who are residentially stable. Hence, from this point of view, this Jewishly strong 

population segment may indeed be seen as more at risk than others. 

 

One distinctive feature of the Israeli population in New York is that it brings a cultural variety and richness to 

New York–area Jewry that no other population segment, with the exception of the Russian-speaking 

population, can provide at this time. Once, New York–area Jewry displayed strong visible influences of 

Sephardi, German, Eastern European, and other Jewish national-origin groups; today, these distinctions are 

far more muted, and the contribution of Israeli (and Russian-origin) Jews to New York’s Jewish cultural 

mosaic is that much more precious and more vital.  
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UJA-Federation policy has largely been directed at integrating Israeli Jews into existing local institutions and 

practices; equally important, and perhaps in contradistinction, is the goal of preserving and nurturing the 

distinctive Israeli subcommunity with its variations in language, politics, culture, and religious patterns. And, 

unlike any other group, Israelis offer New York Jewry a living link to the Jewish homeland, with possibilities in 

education, travel, commerce, and cultural exchange.  

 

In short, New York Jewry has a strong interest in the survival of a distinctive Israeli subcommunity with all 

the assets it presents. In short, rather than seeing the high levels of Jewish engagement on the part of New 

York–area Israelis as a reason (or pretext) to move on to other needs, these levels should be seen as 

reflective of assets worthy of nurturance, development, and exploitation in the best positive sense of the 

term. The Jewishness of Israelis in New York may not be especially at risk, and certainly not in comparison 

with other New York–area Jews. The true risk lies in the possible failure to recognize the richness and 

potential presented by this culturally distinctive and socially connected Jewish subpopulation. Therein lies 

the true challenge to creative Jewish communal policymaking and those leaders who fashion it. 
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Extract from Exploring Diaspora Strategies:  

An International Comparison 
Delphine Ancien, Mark Boyle and Rob Kitchin, 2009 

 
 
Whilst migration has long been a characteristic of societies, the last two centuries have witnessed the mass 

mobility of populations, with millions of people moving across the planet to take up new lives in new places. 

In some cases, such migration has been of necessity forced through persecution or starvation or economic 

hardship, in other cases it has been a strategic choice motivated by ambition and opportunity. Whatever the 

reason, citizens of one nation have uprooted their lives, negotiated a transnational journey, and made new 

lives for themselves in a new nation, often within fairly large groupings of fellow migrants. Originally 

conceived of to refer to populations living in exile, the concept of diaspora has more recently been 

broadened to concern mass migration in general and to second, third, and later generation descendants. 

Robin Cohen (1997) thus identifies five different types of diasporas:  

 

 victim diasporas (e.g., populations forced into exile such as the Jewish, African, Armenian 

diasporas);  

 labour diasporas (e.g., mass migration in search of work and economic opportunities such as the 

Indian and Turkish diasporas);  

 trade diasporas (e.g., migrations seeking to open trade routes and links such as the Chinese and 

Lebanese diasporas);  

 imperial diasporas (e.g., migration among those keen to serve and maintain empires such as the 

British and French diasporas);  

 cultural diaspora (e.g., those who move through a process of chain migration such as the 

Caribbean diaspora).  

 

Diaspora populations are then diverse in nature, shaped by the reasons for migration, the scale, timing, and 

geography of flow, how they interact with social, political, economic, cultural, and environmental conditions 

in destination regions and how they were received in their new host country, and how they view their 

original homeland and its culture. And while they might eventually adopt the citizenship of their host, 

diasporean identity, and that of subsequent generations, remain inflected with the nation they left, 

sometimes in very explicit ways through public acts of celebration and memory, sometimes much more 

implicitly through family histories and stories. Moreover, whilst many diasporic journeys are unidirectional, 

or involve infrequent trips back to the original homeland, in today’s globalised world some diasporas are 

highly mobile and transnational, shuttling back and forth between their new place of residence and their 

homeland, often in complex circular routes. The very term diaspora then has become synonymous with 

complex, dual or even multiple identities, often expressing an ‘in betweenness’ of home and destination 

cultures. 
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Irish too often spurn Diaspora advice 

says top Wall Street figure 

 

Irish in Ireland need to include Irish abroad says top advisor 
By JAMES O'BRIEN IrishCentral.com Staff Writer | Published Sunday, September 23, 2012 

 

A senior Goldman Sachs figure and Irish government advisor on American projects has stated that Ireland 
needs to decide what it wants to do about its Diaspora and that he feels the Irish are deeply conflicted about 
their emigrants. Adrian Jones, a Roscommon native and managing director at Goldman where he co-heads 
the firm’s America's equities business, was honoree this week at this year's Irish America Magazine Wall 
Street 50. In an interview with Sheila Langan in the magazine he stated; "Over the ten years leading up to 
2008, 2009, Irish people were very badly let down by their government and by their public servants. You had 
a classic credit bubble that was allowed to build to epic proportions. There was a tremendous amount of 
groupthink, and it became an extremely difficult environment for somebody to go against the grain. 
 
"I think one of the challenges of a very small country, particularly a cohesive, homogenous, small country, is 
that it is very difficult to speak out, particularly when there are so many vested interests who are very 
focused on keeping things moving in one particular direction. And, very unfortunately, that’s what 
developed in Ireland. He says as a result of this the Irish are wary of their emigrants "I think Irish people, 
generally, are a little wary of emigrants. Emigration is so much part of Irish life. We speak very well of people 
who go away and do well. But we get a little concerned when those people come back and tell us how things 
could have been done better. As Richard Harris tells Tom Berenger in [the film version of] The Field,  “Go 
home, Yank. Go home.” There’s an element of that in Irish life. And I think official Ireland – and by that I 
mean not the agencies but Dublin, be it government or public sector – is struggling to figure out the next leg 
of this Diaspora thing." 
 
… Speaking about the Diaspora initiative launched by the government he stated "I think the Irish agencies 
abroad have for many years been very effective at leveraging the Diaspora – long before we even called it 
the Diaspora. They’ve always been thoughtful, smart and creative at figuring out ways that they can use 
relationships to help Irish companies, to find investment for Ireland. 
 
… He says far more use should be made of leading Irish American figures. "Craig Barrett, the former 
chairman and CEO of Intel, announced that he was willing to sit on any Irish state board without pay. Any 
other institution in the world within 20 minutes would have signed him up. And Craig Barrett is still waiting 
to get a call from Dublin. There’s a reason for that, and to me it gets back to the awareness and the need for 
control. Craig Barrett isn’t part of the Irish system, so he isn’t beholden to anybody. He’ll call it the way he 
sees it. And I think official Ireland is somewhat anxious about that. 
 
"One other example. I went to the interim conference the Global Irish Network (GIN) hosted at the Irish 
Consulate in New York in November 2010. One of the speakers was a minister from the previous 
government, and she said a couple of interesting things that day. When she was asked what she wanted of 
the GIN, she said she wanted cheerleaders. Which, I think, made for an awkward moment. She also said 
everything in Ireland was fine, that the Irish government was fully funded, and that the writing earlier that 
week in The Journal [that Ireland was headed for a bailout] was misinformed. 
 
“You had a group of people in the room with a great deal of good will for Ireland, but they were 
uncomfortable about being asked to be cheerleaders, and they were very uncomfortable about being 
patronized. If they didn’t feel that way at the time, they certainly felt patronized a week later when Ireland 
formally requested a bailout... 

 

http://www.irishcentral.com/authors/james+o'brien
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There is a tradition of homes 

displaying moral messages in 

framed embroidery on the 

walls of their homes… 

If you could distil all your parents' 

and your community's advice, activities, 

instructions, comments, and unspoken 

gestures about how to enrich and 

sustain your connection to the Jewish 

People into 3 embroidered messages, 

what would they say? 

What do you think might be the three 

best messages for the walls of Israeli 

families bringing up their children 

outside Israel, in order for them to 

enrich and sustain their connection to the 

Jewish People? 
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“The Hebrew language will go from the synagogue to the 
house of study, and from the house of study to the school, 
and from the school it will come into the home and... 
become a living language”                   (Eliezer Ben Yehuda, Hatzvi, 1886) 

“No two languages are ever 

sufficiently similar to be 

considered as representing the 

same social reality. The worlds in 

which different societies live are 

distinct worlds, not merely the 

same world with different labels 

attached." 

(Amy Tan) 

“We breathe in our first language, 
and swim in our second."  

(Adam Gopnik, Paris to the Moon) 

“Tír gan teanga, tír gan anam.  

A country without a language 

is a country without a soul."  

(Pádraig Pearse) 
“Language is the only homeland."  

(Czesław Miłosz, Poetry Reading at the M.L.A.Convention, 1998) 

 

“Now and again he spoke to those 

that served him and thanked them in 

their own language. They smiled at 

him and said laughing: 'Here is a 

jewel among hobbits!"  

(J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring) 

“Without language, one cannot talk to 

people and understand them; one cannot 

share their hopes and aspirations, grasp 

their history, appreciate their poetry, or 

savor their songs."  

(Nelson Mandela, Long Walk to Freedom) 
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Zionism’s New Challenge 
Assaf Inbari 

 
Israel is home to three Jewish nations: The secular, the Haredi, and the national religious, all of whom are 
called “Israelis.” Zionism has failed to mold them into one people. The fashionable response to this failure is 
to dismiss the melting pot idea in favor of “multi-culturalism.” This is the liberal model, the “live and let live” 
approach. In theory, it is wonderfully enlightened. In reality, it is lethal to Zionism. 
 
There is a name written on the post-Zionist punching bag: David Ben-Gurion. Israel’s first prime minister is 
the villain of the post-Zionist narrative: It was he, after all, who tried to force the melting pot on the young 
state’s immigrant ethnic groups. Fortunately, declare the post-Zionists, his scheme of ethnic oppression 
never stood a chance. They consider cultural assimilation of any kind “oppressive,” because the very idea of 
nationalism is utterly foreign to them.  
 
“Identity,” to their way of thinking, is citizenship. The “state” is a civil, and not a national, entity. Hence, they 
are not Zionists: they recognize the cultures of communities, not nations, and are allergic to the term Am 
Yisrael (“Nation of Israel”). They see anyone who speaks of Am Yisrael as “right-wing,” “nationalist,” even 
“fascist.” Enlightened Israelis such as themselves would never say Am Yisrael. Rather, they say “Israelis.” “I 
am an Israeli.” 
 
A Jewish Israeli? An Arab Israeli? Secular, Haredi, or national religious? “What difference does it make?” 
reply the multi-culturalists.“Your nationality, your religion, your denomination—they define only your 
community affiliation. As the citizen of a state, your citizenship is your identity. A Canadian is Canadian, and 
you are an Israeli.” 
 
Thus do the multi-culturalists rejoice at the breakdown of society into discrete cultural enclaves. They like to 
breakdown, to deconstruct. Ben-Gurion liked to build up, to construct. But building, apparently, is 
“oppressive.” They forget, it would seem, that “a society in danger of actual collapse cannot afford the 
luxury of cultivating its diversity, especially not at a time when the little its various groups have in common is 
heading towards extinction,” as Israeli author and social commentator Gadi Taub once observed. 
 
 

There is no “Israeli” nation. There is only a Jewish nation. 

To be sure, Ben-Gurion did fail to build a nation. But he failed not because he tried to build a nation. He 
failed, rather, because he tried to build an artificial nation. Because there is no “Israeli” nation. There is only 
a Jewish nation. And it was this nation that required a melting pot. But Ben-Gurion, who did not understand 
this, focused his efforts on creating an empty alternative. 
 
Because of his intense hatred of diaspora Judaism, Ben-Gurion failed to grasp the difference between a 
melting pot that negates the exile, and a melting pot that negates Judaism. This was his great mistake. He 
should have recognized that the purpose of Zionism—beyond its basic Herzlian goals—was the creation, in 
Israel, of a Jewish identity untainted by exile. He should have understood that Israel is the state of the Jews, 
and not of the “Hebrews.”  
 
The term “Hebrewness” had three very distinct meanings in the pre-state era. Ben-Gurion sought to erase 
Jewish identity in order to revive a biblical “Hebrewness.”  The poet Yonatan Ratosh, on the other hand, 
sought to erase Jewish identity in order to revive a Canaanite “Hebrewness.” And Haim Nahman Bialik 
advocated a “Hebrew culture” that would include the entire Hebrew-Jewish continuum, from the Bible, 
Midrash, Mishna, and Talmud to the Hebrew poetry of Spain’s golden age, through Rabbi Moses Haim 
Luzzatto’s dramatic verse and up to the literature of the Haskala and the modern Hebrew revival. To Bialik, 
Hebrew culture should not be based on the denial of two thousand years of Jewish life. Rather, it should 
grant Judaism the fullness that it had lacked during two thousand years of exile. “Our brothers in the 
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diaspora want to see here, among us, what life in exile denies them—culturally, spiritually, and morally,” he 
observed in 1926. Bialik saw the return of the Jewish people from its dispersion, its reconnection to its 
homeland, and the revival of its language as the redemption of Judaism, not some pre-Jewish, “Hebrew” 
identity. He hoped that Judaism, at long last, would cease to be a fossilized religion and instead become a 
living culture. 
 
In the end, Ratosh’s call for a Semitic, land-based identity entranced a mere handful of young radicals. 
Bialik’s “Hebrew culture,” on the other hand, found a great many supporters. But it was Ben-Gurion’s biblical 
“Hebrewness” that eventually became the state’s official cultural ethos. No doubt, this ideal was perfect for 
a certain type of Israeli, “salt of the earth” sabras like Moshe Dayan, Yigal Allon, and Yitzhak Rabin. As the 
basis for a national identity, however, it was absurd. The majority of Israelis were not raised on farms. They 
did not ride horses or drive jeeps. Most came from traditional Jewish communities, and defined themselves 
as Jewish traditionalists. In fact, they still do: In 1993, Israel’s Guttman Center of Applied Social Research 
conducted a survey on faith and observance among Israeli Jews. Results showed that a full 55 percent of 
respondents believe that the Tora was given to Moses on Mount Sinai, with only 14 percent professing not 
to believe it at all. Furthermore, 71 percent said they “always” fast on Yom Kippur.  

 
 
Ben-Gurion’s “Hebrew” melting pot was, in truth, no melting pot at all 

It is hardly surprising, then, that Ben-Gurion’s “Hebrew” melting pot was, in truth, no melting pot at all. He 
made no attempt to bridge the differences between the secular and religious by proposing a shared national 
identity. Rather, he proposed an estranged co-existence. He attempted to preserve the status quo, one that 
served as a refuge from a Zionist challenge that intimidated everyone, secular and religious alike. The secular 
feared Judaism, and the religious feared modernity. But above all, they feared each other. They were afraid 
to meet, to talk, to enrich each other and become enriched, and to create, in time, a truly multi-dimensional 
culture. 
 
Multi-dimensional, not multi-cultural. Ben-Gurion’s “Hebrewness” was one-dimensional. Secular and 
Ashkenazi, it was an “Israeli” identity that excluded the majority of Israelis. Precisely because of this, it gave 
birth to multi-culturalism. It encouraged every sub-group to curl up inside itself. Now, had it been multi-
dimensional—had it been Jewish—it would not have been simply the status quo masquerading as a melting 
pot. I am Haredi, you are secular, and she is a religious Zionist from Beit-El. This is what Ben-Gurion’s 
“Hebrewness” gave us. We do not learn in the same schools, eat in the same places, or walk the same 
streets. We do not live with each other, but alongside each another. Sheltered by the status quo, we 
successfully avoid one another, and speak of each other with ignorance and disdain. “The status quo,” writes 
professor of Jewish thought Aviezer Ravitzky,“is predicated on the false assumption on both sides of the 
divide that the other camp will eventually dwindle, be quashed, or perhaps even disappear altogether.” 

 
 
Lost in the shuffle was perhaps the most important issue of all: The question of national identity  

We were always too busy, we secular and religious Jews, with things we judged far more urgent than 
meeting each other. There was national security, in spades; there was the absorption of waves of new 
immigrants; there was the need to build the infrastructure to support and sustain the state; there were 
borders to argue over; there were budgets to dispute. All these were, and continue to be, of extreme 
importance. Yet lost in the shuffle was perhaps the most important issue of all: The question of national 
identity. 
 
In 1940, the Zionist leader Berl Katznelson lamented that, “For many, many of those coming to us—or being 
brought to our shores from afar and even from nearby (and, I fear, for a not insignificant number of their 
children, raised or even born here)—this place has still not become a home. Our educational responsibility is 
to make this land, and the world of the spirit from which it sprang, into a home that the soul embraces.” But 
how could these shores become a Jewish home without Judaism? Note that Katznelson feared not only for 
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those “brought to our shores from afar,” but also for their children, “raised or even born here”—that is, for 
the sun-baked sabras: Ben-Gurion’s ideal of “Hebrewness.” A home needs a foundation. A Jewish home 
needs a Jewish foundation. It is not enough merely to love one’s homeland. “the world of the spirit from 
which it sprang”—that is, Judaism—is also necessary. 
 
Katznelson, like Bialik, addressed a secular public estranged from Judaism. Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook, 
Israel’s first chief rabbi, addressed a religious public that had rejected the Zionist enterprise. “The 
expectation of salvation is the force that preserved exilic Judaism,” he wrote in 1920, “the Judaism of the 
land of Israel is salvation itself.” In other words: Come out from exile, and take the exile out of your hearts. 
“The real life of sanctity in Judaism,” he continued, “cannot be revealed other than by the people’s return to 
its land, which is the way paved for its renaissance.” That is, the return to Zion is not in and of itself the 
desired renewal, but merely a means to achieve it. The true renewal, Rabbi Kook believed, was the revival of 
Judaism: “All the sublimity in its soul and heart’s vision will rise to life in proportion to the place occupied by 
the practical foundation to revive the fainting vision [of diaspora Judaism+.” To Rabbi Kook, the “practical 
foundation” was the revitalization of halacha. The ghettoized, community-based halacha of Israel’s 
immigrants from the diaspora was rendered obsolete by the Jewish nation’s return to its homeland. Rabbi 
Kook sought a Zionist halacha.  
 
Yeshayahu (Isaiah) Leibowitz, another religious Zionist, began to publish articles in the 1930s that called for a 
halachic renewal. “The religious problem in Israel has never been addressed. It will remain so until the 
rejuvenation of halacha, based on principles that are immanent in its very own nature, intended for a nation 
in its homeland—such that religion will seem a completely realistic way of life for the nation and the State of 
Israel.” So he wrote in 1953, at the age of fifty, when he was still a member of Hapoel Hamizrahi (the Mizrahi 
Labor Federation, later part of the National Religious party). Several months later, however, a single event 
would radically transform his worldview. 
 
On October 14, 1953, an elite Israeli commando unit led by a young Ariel Sharon attacked the West Bank 
village of Qibya in retaliation for the murder of three Israelis in the town of Yehud several days before. A 
number of buildings were destroyed and sixty-nine residents were killed in the incursion. Leibowitz was 
outraged. In response, he published the first of what would be forty years’ worth of articles, all arguing that 
the State of Israel was morally corrupt, because it had exploited “the religious concept of holiness to further 
social, national, and political agendas and values.” 
 
Operation Kadesh in 1956 only strengthened these views. But it was the Six Day War that finally solidified 
Leibowitz’s aversion to any exultation of nation, land, and state. He railed against Israel’s occupation of the 
territories, lambasted the mass prayers at the Western Wall, and demanded the separation of religion and 
state. It is almost entirely for these views that he is remembered today. Indeed, very few people recall 
Leibowitz’s earlier, opposing convictions. So let us now remember: Until his fiftieth year—that is, until 
Qibya—Leibowitz advocated a state that would manifest the values of Judaism. He sought the renewal of 
halacha “for a nation in its state.” 
 
Why did Isaiah II make a greater impact than Isaiah I? Why does every educated person in Israel know about 
the elderly Leibowitz’s call for the separation of religion and state, and so few about the opposite, and 
equally passionate, stance taken by the younger Leibowitz? 
 
 

 
The elder Leibowitz gave the secular a free pass to unburden themselves of Judaism, and the Haredim a 
free pass to unburden themselves of citizenship  
The answer is simple: To supporters of the status quo, Leibowitz’s call for the separation of religion and state 
was music to their ears. In his aggressive, “radical” style, the elder Leibowitz gave the secular a free pass to 
unburden themselves of Judaism, and the Haredim a free pass to unburden themselves of citizenship. When 
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he spoke about the occupation, Leibowitz was controversial; when he spoke about Judaism, he merely 
expressed the view of the majority—and in so doing, was controversial only insofar as he tended to yell. 
  
Indeed, we may ask, what exactly was his innovation, and whom exactly did he challenge, when he reduced 
the Tora to its diaspora proportions? When he claimed, for example, that observing the halacha was a 
matter between man and God, or between man and his fellow? This had been the Haredim’s position all 
along, and the reason why all of us, secular and religious alike, feel justified in our estrangement from each 
other and our lack of motivation to alter the status quo. 
 
To be sure, Leibowitz was both innovative and challenging when he campaigned for the creation of a Jewish 
state on the basis of a revitalized, Zionist halacha. Unfortunately, this stance won him little recognition: A 
small audience at Hakibbutz Hadati (the national religious movement’s kibbutzim) and a few polite listeners 
at Hapoel Hamizrahi assemblies. But outside this narrow group of moderate religious Zionists, his views held 
no weight. Most Israelis, if not all of them, were content to uphold the status quo.  
 
This was the fate of Rabbi Kook’s halachic vision as well. As we know, religious Zionism never rose to his 
challenge of halachic renewal. In fact, the reverse came to pass: Religious Zionism has become more and 
more Haredi. Today’s gedolim (revered rabbis whose views are generally considered authoritative in 
religious communities) are unquestionably Haredim. This is not surprising: Rabbi Kook’s son, Rabbi Tzvi 
Yehuda Kook, was the spiritual father of Gush Emunim. He thus provided national religious youth with the 
perfect alibi for evading his father’s call to renew and revive the halacha: The settlement movement in Judea 
and Samaria. His students fled to the hills beyond the Green Line and proceeded, for the next three decades, 
to deceive themselves. For there is no religious challenge, no halachic boldness, and no contribution to 
nation-building to be had in the settlement movement. If anything, the opposite is true: The settlers have 
made a great contribution to the nation’s coming undone.  
 
Bialik, Katznelson, the elder Rabbi Kook, the young Leibowitz, Martin Buber, Shmuel Yosef Agnon, Hugo 
Bergmann, Ernst Simon, Dov Sadan, Gershom Scholem—all of these Zionist thinkers sought to forge an 
Israeli national identity grounded in Judaism. They were all admired in their lifetimes and remembered long 
after their deaths, but the level of practical influence their ideas have had is negligible. Yes, there are streets 
named after them. There are prizes in their honor, and symposiums in their memory. But none of them put 
pen to paper in hopes of being designated a thoroughfare. They wrote in order to create a shared culture 
and a joint destiny for the Jewish people. They believed that a common fate and a past of shared troubles 
were not enough to bring about an ingathering of exiles. They may be enough to maintain a feeling of 
camaraderie among the world’s scattered Jewish communities, but this camaraderie—particularly if it is 
based solely on memories of persecution and victimhood—is not a strong enough foundation on which to 
build a life together in the same country. 
 
After two thousand years of exile, the Jews who have come together to live in a sovereign state will become 
a single nation only when they are able to define positive aspirations for it, around which both secular and 
religious can unite. This was the working assumption of the above-mentioned thinkers. Unfortunately, they 
did not capture the hearts and minds of the nation. David Ben-Gurion did. 
 
Ben-Gurion’s melting pot was fashioned from myths, symbols, memorials, songs, military parades, marches 
to Tel Hai and Masada, coins engraved with the seven species of the land of Israel, speeches, youth 
movements, air force expositions, sandals, kibbutz-style hats, national sports teams, national workers’ 
unions, national building projects, special IDF units, classic children’s stories, Independence Day celebrations, 
and hourly Voice of Israel news flashes from Jerusalem.  
 
Ben-Gurion’s melting pot was not “oppressive.” It was not evil in intent. But it was misguided  
To Sephardi Jews, who immigrated to Israel en masse in the 1950s, this particular brand of “Hebrewness” 
was far too narrow and constricting. Nor were they the only group to be hurt by Ben-Gurion’s model of 
nationalism. Literary critic Nissim Calderon notes that “*the Ashkenazi sabra+ was strongly compelled to 
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conform to the stereotype of himself, to measure up against an untainted icon.” No, Ben-Gurion’s melting 
pot was not “oppressive.” It was not evil in intent. But it was misguided.  
 
And yet, even a misguided enterprise can have some redeeming value. After all, the sabra embodied many 
impressive qualities: Friendship, loyalty, simplicity, resourcefulness, courage, self-sacrifice, patriotism. The 
new Jew was created, to use Amos Oz’s popular expression, “under this blazing light,” and indeed, this light, 
the azure skies of the Promised Land, was the right backdrop for such a creation after so many generations 
of timid life in the eastern European darkness. But the sabra image was sectarian, and proved to be a 
double-edged sword: On the one hand, it was essential to the establishment of the state. On the other, it 
ensured that the state would not be a Jewish one. 
 
As the years went by, still more symbols and icons were added to the pile. The elite Unit 101’s daring Meir 
Har-Tzion. The songwriter Naomi Shemer. Ammunition Hill. Moshe Dayan and Yitzhak Rabin marching 
through the newly liberated Old City. The spy Eli Cohen in Damascus. The smiling Yossi Ben-Hanan, holding 
his rifle aloft in the Suez Canal. Paratroopers at the Western Wall. Ariel Sharon’s blood-stained bandage. The 
Yom Kippur War’s “Tzvika Brigade.” The Munich massacre. Yoni Netanyahu at Entebbe. Maccabi Tel Aviv. 
  
Surely, the Maccabi phenomenon deserves an article in itself. For only Israelis could delude themselves into 
believing that Maccabi—a basketball team comprised mainly of foreign players—is in fact “the nation’s 
team.” Indeed, the obsession with Maccabi epitomizes the synthetic aspect of Israeli identity, which offers 
no end of compelling symbols around which to rally—all of them empty substitutes for Judaism.  
 
 
If Israel is a melting pot, Hebrew is the chef’s mixing spoon  
That said, certain symbols have been enduring and vital. Memorial ceremonies for fallen soldiers, for 
example, have always evoked an authentic feeling of camaraderie among most citizens, and certain songs, 
whose lyrics and melodies captured the prevailing national mood, have become pivotal, formative themes 
for millions of Israelis. And the Hebrew language has undoubtedly done more to unite us than anything else. 
Indeed, if Israel is a melting pot, Hebrew is the chef’s mixing spoon: Polish and Moroccan, Russian and 
Ethiopian, British and Argentinean—all of these people become Israeli upon achieving mastery of the 
Hebrew language. As a result, Israeli society is that much less tribal—and that much more unified. 
 
In this respect, at least, the melting pot has been rather successful, especially considering that it has just 
begun to boil. Nevertheless, the fusion of various ethnic groups, as important as it may be, is not the same as 
the fusion of the three Jewish nations—secular, Haredi, and religious Zionist—into a single people. For the 
success of the ethnic fusion depends on a successful Jewish amalgamation. Most Sephardi and Ethiopian 
immigrants, for instance, consider themselves either religious or “traditional.” Their Jewish identity is worth 
no less—indeed more—to them than their ethnicity, and it is this identity that distinguishes them from 
secular Western Jews. Russian immigrants, by contrast, are by and large secular, and their culture is Russian, 
not Jewish. But precisely because the “Russian and Israeli cultures are missing a common language,” as the 
writer Anna Isakova puts it, “can the only common language be provided by turning to Jewish culture, to our 
common heritage.”  
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We ought to be aiming for a united nation, not a uniform one  
We ought to be aiming for a united nation, not a uniform one. Ben-Gurion dreamt of a secular homogeneity, 
much as the Haredi rabbis dream of a halachic homogeneity. But such dreams destroy whatever chance we 
may have of a multi-dimensional national unity. Uniformity steamrolls over cultural identity. Unity, on the 
other hand, is a cross-cultural partnership, which is always greater than the sum of its parts. 
 
In the mid-1970s, from the Yom Kippur War and Ben-Gurion’s death in 1973 until the Likud party’s rise to 
power in 1977, the dream of secular homogeneity was shattered, and the dream of multi-culturalism took its 
place. When Ben-Gurion’s melting pot broke apart, we were all left holding on to the pieces: Our glorified 
military leaders and heroes. YitzhakRabin, Yigael Yadin, Rafael Eitan, Avigdor Kahalani, Rehavam Ze’evi, Ehud 
Barak, Efraim Eitam, Benjamin Ben-Eliezer, Amram Mitzna, Ariel Sharon. For the last 30 years, the vast 
majority of those elected to party leadership, if not the premiership itself, are ex-generals. What does this 
say about the Israeli electorate?  
 
Naturally, a society under constant threat of war casts its lot with those experienced in the art of battle. But 
that is not the whole story. Put simply, the ex-general is the “ultimate Israeli.” He is Ben-Gurion’s melting pot 
sabra in the flesh. He is also, unfortunately, impervious to the question of Jewish national identity. 
Education, media, culture—the factors that truly shape both individual and collective identities—are the last 
things to concern a military man, if indeed they concern him at all. But perhaps they do not concern us very 
much, either, since we are the ones who keep electing them.  
 
Indeed, the one-dimensional ex-general is the perennial favorite of a multi-cultural society. Absent a multi-
dimensional identity of its own, such a society naturally looks to its military leaders for reassurance—and 
thus avoids those nagging questions about national values, goals, and mission. “This is a sick and polarized 
society,”said veteran politician Yitzhak Ben-Aharon shortly after Rabin’s assassination. “It has nothing to 
believe in. With a sincere, sweeping type of mourning, we’ve latched on to Rabin as a way to believe in 
something.”  
 
His observation was correct not only with regard to the candle-holding youth in Rabin Square, but also to the 
Israeli public that, three years before, had elected Rabin because it had nothing to believe in. Indeed, Rabin 
offered no platform other than his personality: No agenda, no ideology, no concrete promises of any kind. 
No one could have guessed—let alone Rabin himself—that in the years to come he’d be shaking Arafat’s 
hand. Just as no one could possibly have guessed that, ten years hence, prime minister Ariel Sharon would 
uproot Gaza’s settlements—the very ones he’d helped to build—after taking office. Rabin was elected 
because he stood for nothing. We chose a person, not a worldview.  
 
 
Rabin was murdered, in no small part, because Ben-Gurion’s melting pot was never Jewish. 
Rabin’s first government fell on the same night that Maccabi Tel Aviv won the European Championship Cup, 
asserting its status as “the nation’s team.” Thousands of Israelis thronged to what would become Rabin 
Square, cavorting in the fountains just feet from where a prime minister, in a few years’ time, would be shot 
in the back. Rabin was assassinated in the Piazza of the Melting Pot Delusion. And he was murdered, in no 
small part, because Ben-Gurion’s melting pot was never Jewish. 
… 
 
A nation’s living legacy cannot be reduced to Maimonides’ “Principles of Faith” or Rabbi Joseph Karo’s 
Shulhan Aruch. When speaking of heritage, the divisive, destructive distinction between “secular” and 
“religious” is far less important than the distinction between those who nurture their heritage and those 
who neglect it.  
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Those who nurture their heritage are religious and secular traditionalists. They perceive the present as part 
of a living continuum. Time, to them, is a river, not a puddle. A puddle is standing water. Standing water 
grows fetid. A river moves forward. Those who nurture  Judaism row its tides. They delight in its bends. They 
strive to stay afloat, and they refuse to be deterred by dangerous rapids.  
 
The personal and professional relationship between Bialik and his fellow writers Yosef Haim Brenner and the 
young Agnon exemplifies the cultural fecundity of Jews who, however different in outlook, nonetheless row 
the same river together. All three received a traditional religious education, but none of them stayed within 
the confines of the yeshiva world. Brenner’s break from halachic Judaism was a rebellion against his father, a 
furious settling of scores. Bialik’s movement toward secularism, however, was not fueled by Oedipal rage. 
Orphaned by his father at age seven, Bialik’s work reflects a longing for his lost parent and his once-happy 
childhood home. Agnon greatly admired his devout father, writing at age forty that “he imbued me with the 
spirit of poetry.” Agnon’s father taught him the Talmud, the works of the great Jewish sages, and European 
literature. One does not rebel against such a father. Rather, one is indebted to him, and aspires to make him 
proud. Indeed, Agnon never abandoned religion. On the contrary, his work proves that a religious way of life 
need not be incompatible with the writing of modern, secular prose. 
 
Neither secular alienation nor religious fossilization. Unity, not uniformity.  
A modern secularist, a talmudic secularist, and an independent religionist; each attempted to create a 
shared national culture, and none of them had any use for labels, whether for themselves or for others. They 
argued as they rowed, but never at the expense of moving forward. Moreover, they never felt the need to 
dip into other rivers. They each developed their own rowing style, but it is futile to wonder which of them 
rowed better. Together, they form the perfect example of what a multi-dimensional Jewish culture looks 
like: Neither secular alienation nor religious fossilization. Unity, not uniformity.  
 
Those who abandon their heritage, on the other hand, grow rank and moldy in the swamps of one-
dimensional identity. Secular puddles teem with Israelis whose identities are purely civic; religious puddles 
teem with Israelis who blindly obey their rabbis. The first group seeks to live only in the present, and pays no 
heed to the past; the second lives only in the past, and tries to ignore the present. Is it any wonder that both 
groups spend most of their days slinging swamp-mud at one another?  
… 
 
The growing influence of the Sephardi public and the feminist phenomena in Haredi and religious Zionist 
circles increase our chances of achieving a Jewish melting pot. Indeed, the more that halacha is refreshed 
and revived, the more tolerant and equal it will become. Likewise, the fewer draconian demands halacha 
places on those communities trying to live by its rules, the more secular interest in Judaism will increase. A 
secular Jew cannot respect a system that discriminates against women, condescends to gentiles, and 
preoccupies itself with nonsense such as wigs. Nor can he respect, as rabbi and scholar David Hartman 
wrote, “Jews who worry about public kashrut and Sabbath observance, but don’t seem to be bothered by 
the unjust treatment or exploitation of foreign workers or minorities.”  
 
Thus, instead of fearing Shas, it would behoove secular Jews to cheer on the revolution being waged in 
religious strongholds, a revolution leading us ever closer to a softening of the Haredi world’s sharp edges. 
And instead of fearing the religious Zionists, it would behoove secular Jews to recognize that the movement 
is not just about settlements. It is also the site of a feminist revolution from within, one that, according to 
Tamar El-Or, a scholar of Haredi society, will “create a massive change in Orthodoxy in a very short time.” 
Indeed, insists El-Or, the halachic changes currently being pursued by influential religious-Zionist women will 
eventually make the national religious community more egalitarian. It will also become more religious, 
“because it will include more individuals who are conversant in Tora, and more observant women keeping 
more mitzvot.”  
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Very few women, and very few Sephardi Jews, participated in shaping Ben-Gurion’s melting pot vision. This 
is but one of the reasons for its failure, and one does not have to be a post-Zionist to say so. On the contrary:  
 
 
Today, it is finally possible to create a melting pot that is both religiously and ethnically egalitarian. But to 
create such a melting pot, we must want to create. Not to take things apart. 
 
When we said our final goodbyes not long ago to the poet Natan Yonatan, the songwriter Naomi Shemer, 
and the novelist Moshe Shamir, we said goodbye to an era: The era of Ben-Gurion’s sabra, his secular, 
Ashkenazi “Hebrew man.” His melting pot vision was simultaneously deep-rooted and shallow; embracing 
and alienating; inspiring and infuriating—it all depends on whom you ask. But one thing is clear: It was not a 
national melting pot, because there is no Israeli nation. There is only a Jewish nation. Nearly six decades 
since the founding of the Jewish state, it is time we all awoke to this fact. 

 
 
 
 
 
Assaf Inbari is an essayist, literary critic, and author of HaBayta, a documentary novel about the life 
and death of a kibbutz. The full essay was originally published in the Hebrew daily Maariv on 
September 15, 2004, and afterwards in the book The Jewishness of Israel (The Israel Democracy 
Institute, 2007). A footnoted version of the full essay can be found in Azure 31, Winter 2008 
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www.makomisrael.org  
 

Reactions to the ad campaign of the Ministry of Absorption 
 

The videos produced in late November 2011 by the Absorption Department, encouraging Israelis in North 

America to return to Israel, ignited a controversy. Within a few days the Prime Minister himself ordered the 

campaign to be cancelled.  Yet in the meantime, an interesting and important dialogue had begun to open 

up. Were the commercials really so offensive? Or were they mainly touching on a subject that itself is 

terribly sensitive yet crucial: What is the value of Jewish life in Israel as compared to the Diaspora? Indeed, 

how do we define a valuable Jewish life? 

We invited leaders in the Jewish world to offer their comments, and gathered them on our website 

makomisrael.org. Here is a selection: 

 
Amy Skopp Cooper, Director, Camp Ramah Nyack 
 

Dear Israel: 
Sorry to say it but you reacted to our American Jewish anger by wimping out. Yes- you portrayed us as 

ignorant and foolish…you suggested that we have no ties to our homeland and that our children are growing 
up in a desert waste land. No, it was not very nice…it was in fact rather insensitive. 

But why then, as I watched each video expecting the anger to continue to boil up, did I instead find 
tears rolling down my face? Because you touched a sensitive nerve. How can we realize that it is Yom 
Ha’Zikaron when we walk the streets of New York… how can we not realize that Christmas is just around the 
corner when Santa is in every shopping mall? 

Your videos made us feel guilty and forced us to confront what we hate to confront, that being a Jew in 
America is easy and maybe, just maybe a cop out. Thank you for acknowledging that the videos were 
distasteful and insulting…but this is not the time to be bashful. Push the button and start the conversation 
we need to have. 
 

Ruth Calderon, Executive Director of Alma College 
 

These are poor commercials in my opinion. 
The fact that they will “always remain Israeli” is true, and an interesting cultural truth. The next stage – help 
them to return home – is not essential, paternalistic, and blind to the interesting new cultural developments 
taking place in Israeli communities abroad. The stance that Israel is the only place for a worthy and valuable 
Jewish existence is not acceptable to me, and has greatly damaged Jewish communities around the world. It 
seems to me that these days we are witnessing Israeli communities that in the future may well in certain 
areas maintain a higher quality of Israeli culture than we in Israel manage.  

The government would do well to stay away from such crass interference in the decisions of Israelis 
abroad, and invest some of its resources into a reassessment of the role of Israeli and Jewish culture in 
Israel. I must confess that in light of the fact that Ellul, Alma, Bina, Panim, etc have not received and do not 
receive support from the government, and have been battling for survival now for two decades, it is ironic 
that the government is trying to encourage more Israelis to return to a country in which no appropriate 
frameworks for their Jewish identity await them. 
 

Rabbi Carnie Shalom Rose, Congregation B’nai Amoona, St. Louis 
 

The recent videos issued by the Misrad HaKlitah got me thinking anew about the word Klitah. Of course, 
when we first contemplate the word, we instinctively focus on the absorption and acclimation of new 
immigrants from the Diaspora; a most challenging job that, without question, has been done admirably by 
the State of Israel…   

http://www.makomisrael.org/
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But maybe – just maybe – these ads and the furor they have ignited provide us with a unique 
opportunity to re-imagine what a Misrad HaKlitah might be as we enter the 2nd decade of the 21st century; 
a new era with a new ethos…  Maybe – just maybe – we need to assign a heretofore unexplored raison 
d’être to this governmental body. The task not of absorption of either new or returning immigrants, but 
rather an agency focused on another possible definition of the word Klitah: “reciprocal understanding and 
comprehension” between Jews MeKtzot Kol Tevel (from the four corners of the universe)…   

Might our new Misrad Haklitah become a shared strategic department of the Jewish People and the 
Jewish State that aims to: 

1. help Jews in various locales tune-in to the same wavelengths and hear one another more clearly; 
2. catalyze a fuller absorption of what is of greatest concern and import to each of our worldwide 

Jewish communities; 
3. facilitate higher definition reception of the messages each group is broadcasting. 

Maybe – just maybe – this agitation, like the grain of sand inside the oyster, can generate a pearl –- and a 
“cultured” one at that… 
 
 

Eran  Shayshon, Reut Institute 
 

The controversial set of commercials was pointless and irresponsible, but they were not aimed at 
“negating the Diaspora”. In fact, an increasing number of Israelis today acknowledge that a strong and 
vibrant Diaspora is a clear imperative for Israel and Zionism. Since the establishment of the State of Israel, 
Jews in Israel evolved into a unique blend, which is very different from the rest of the Jewish world. This new 
identity served to dismantle the traditional Jewish communal life as there was no threat to the collective 
identity of Jews living in the Jewish state. The dichotomy between ex-pat Israelis and Diaspora Jews is 
embedded in the mind of Israelis.Encounters between Diaspora Jews and Israelis pushed to the surface the 
differences. 

These set of commercials embedded a tacit assumption that the Israeli-Jewish identity could only be 
maintained in Israel. 

With hundreds of thousands of Israelis that are living abroad, it is an imperative to also try to encourage 
ex-pat Israelis to communally organize in their current residence, to connect them to the local Jewish 
community and its institutions, and support the new emerging type of “Israeli ex-pat,” who volunteers, 
contributes to the community and is connected to Israel and the Jewish People. 

 
 
Prof. Steven M. Cohen, Berman Jewish Policy Archive 
 

The imbroglio over these videos should not obscure some essential truths. 
One is that massive numbers of American Jewish people and families are indeed being lost to the Jewish 

People, both through cultural challenges and to the downstream impact of intermarriage, as it seems that 
less than 10% of the grandchildren of marriages between Jews and non-Jews identify as Jews. Second, the 
Israeli Jewish public is convinced that high levels of assimilation characterize American Jewry. Third, that 
perception is a matter of national pride among Israelis, one rooted very deeply in the classic Zionist ideology 
that undergird the Yishuv and then the State in its early days. There’s a flip side. American Jews are 
convinced that Israelis exhibit tendencies that are anti-democratic, super ethnocentric, excessively 
nationalistic, and borderline theocratic (some Israelis would agree). For their part, Israeli Jews take offense 
when American Jews give voice to their critique of Israeli society. In short, (many) Israeli Jews think American 
Jewry is excessively universalist and cosmopolitan. And (some) American Jews think that Israeli Jewish 
society is excessively particularist and parochial. 

A good and honest dialogue around these issues would be helpful and healthy. We Jews, despite our 
cultural penchant for discourse and disputation, haven’t quite figured out how to conduct that dialogue.  
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Alma Zohar, and Israelis’ love affair with overseas 
October 12, 2008 by Robbie Gringras 

 
Just got back from a week in Australia – an English-speaking land where I heard only Hebrew. It felt like the 

whole Jewish professional world there was made of ex-Israelis (except when they were ex-South Africans). 

The foreword of a leading book on the Ozzie Jewish community, New Under the Sun, marvels at the fact that 

there are more Israelis in Australia than there are Australians in Israel. Come to think of it, I bet that’s the 

case in the UK and in the States as well. Ex-pat Israelis are the secret influx to Jewish communities around 

the world. 

 

On pondering this, I was reminded of the time I once found myself in an Israeli business meeting. I knew it 

was an Israeli business meeting, because at some point we both of us – complete strangers up until that 

point – had pulled out photos of our kids. He said to me: “Why do you think Israeli children are so beautiful? 

Because they’re only produced for export…” It was one of those painful jokes that only Israelis can tell to 

each other. We know, it’s a tough place to choose to continue to live. 

 

But the tales of those leaving Israel for a year, for five, for good – they are never quite so clear-cut as 

statistics show. All anecdotal evidence (an oxymoron, I know, but this is Israel) suggests that even Israelis 

living abroad for more than ten years still have plans to return. For some, this is just an old joke. I have been 

recited the Hagashash Hahiver sketch so many times, I’ve begun to believe I made it up: 

- We’re definitely going back to Israel.  Any minute. We’re sitting on our suitcases. We’ll be back.  

   Just as soon as the kid finishes college. 

- How old is he? 

- Three years old… 

 

But sometimes this ‘planning to return’ is just another expression of the deep sadness Israelis tend to take 

with them when they leave this place. A sadness that in the end, draws them home. A great new Israeli pop 

song by Alma Zohar has taken up residence on the radio stations. It talks of a woman receiving a phone call 

in the middle of the night from the forgotten lover she met on her travels. Miguel, with whom she shared 

teepees and canoes, sings to her in broken English of his love for her. 

 

She sadly admits that her affair with Miguel was “only possible in a faraway land”. She had left Miguel to 

return to Israel, and to her old lover. Her affectionate yet resigned description of her relationship with her 

lover – like a scratch on a disc, or a rut that she’s been stuck in for years – could equally describe her 

relationship with Israel in general. She asks exasperatedly, how can she explain to a Native American what it 

means to be bound to wars, to recessions, to unbearably hot desert winds?... 

  

http://makomisrael.org/blog/author/robbie-gringras/
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Indian Love Song | Alma Zohar
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Makōm - The place for compelling Israel education. 
 

Makōm is the only organization in the world that is dedicated to Israel engagement for emerging 
adults and adults. 
 
We create programming materials and train leaders to embrace the vibrant complexity of Israel. 
 
We empower educators, rabbis, activists, arts, campus and community leaders to clarify what they 
need their Israel engagement to achieve, and provide them with the tools to make it happen in 
practice. 
 
Non-partisan yet passionate, our expert team offers a cutting-edge approach to rich, meaningful, 
experiential Israel education. 
 

Makōm has developed over 700 educational units available on our state-of-the-art interactive 
website, www.makomisrael.org. We have delivered training and enrichment seminars for 13,000 
educators, and consulted for 160 leaders, institutions, and communities. 
 
 
 
 
 

Makōm is an initiative of the Jewish Agency for Israel. 
 

makom@jafi.org   |   www.makomisrael.org 
   http://www.facebook.com/MakomIsrael 
   https://twitter.com/#!/makomisrael 
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